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Abstract. Multi agent systems, Grid technology, Semantic Web, and WebIn-
telligence paradigm are three modern approaches in information technologies,
which we link in the research effort described in this paper to create a new-
generation infrastructure called theWisdom Gridwith the mission to maintain,
share, discover, and expand knowledge in geographically distributed environ-
ments. The paper introduces motivating ideas for this project, proposes the system
architecture of one instance of theWisdom Grid, and describes its functionality
by means of a case study of one medical application.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Web has significant impacts on both academic and ordinarydaily life. It revolu-
tionizes the way in which information is gathered, stored, processed, presented, shared,
and used. Moreover, the Web provides the infrastructure forthe Grid an emerging plat-
form to support on-demand “virtual organizations” for coordinated resource sharing
and problem solving on a global scale [15]. The Grid is sometimes heralded as the next
generation of the Internet or the Web. There are strong connections between Grid, the
Internet, and Web developments, as will be discussed later in this section.

Early Grid efforts (early to mid 1990s) started as projects to link supercomputing
sites; at this time this approach was known asmetacomputing. The objective was to pro-
vide Web computational resources to a range of high performance applications. Today
the Grid infrastructure is capable of binding together morethan just a few specialized
supercomputing centers. It is more ubiquitous and can support diverse applications re-
quiring large-scale computation and data.

Grid technologies are currently evolving toward an Open Grid Services Architec-
ture (OGSA) [9], in which the Grid provides an extensible setof services that virtual
�
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organizations can aggregate in various ways. OGSA development is a natural extension
of the activities defining the standards for Web Services.

As already mentioned, Grid computing began with an emphasison compute inten-
sive tasks which, while benefiting from massive parallelismfor their computation needs
were not data intensive; the data that they manipulate was not proportional to the com-
putation performed. Later, this focus shifted to more data-intensive applications [6],
where significant processing was done on very large amounts of data and recently sev-
eral research projects also addressed knowledge discoveryin large databases attached
to the Grid [4, 1, 5].

Meanwhile, “a new generation of Web technology, called the Semantic Web,has
been designed to improve communications between people using different terminolo-
gies, to extend to interoperability of databases, to provide tools for interacting with mul-
timedia collections, and to provide new mechanisms for the support of “agent-based”
computing in which people and machines work more interactively.” [3]. These ideas led
Grid scientists to the notion ofSemantic Grid, where they plan to apply Semantic Web
technologies in Grid computing developments [11].

Web Intelligence (WI) is a new direction for scientific research and development that
explores the fundamental roles as well as practical impactsof Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and advanced Information Technology (IT) on the next generation of Web-empowered
products, systems, services, and activities[17]. Our vision is that a similar research
direction, correlated with WI research, is also needed in the Grid research domain.
Therefore, this paper introduces an analogous paradigm,Grid Intelligence, as a basis
for developing a new-generation information technology infrastructure, theWisdom
Grid (WG), which will allow the creation of Grid applications that will help people
achieve better ways of living, performing scientific work, treating patients, working,
learning, etc.

1.2 Motivating Scenario

We believe that the best way of grounding the subsequent discussion on the Wisdom
Grid architecture, its design goals, functionality, and the techniques used is in terms of
a scenario. To this end, we will use the following scenario, which is derived from dis-
cussions with health care professionals involved in treatment of patients with traumatic
brain injuries (TBIs) [4].

A physician has a patient with a specific diagnosis and wants to know what should
be done next in the treatment of this patient, what the possible risks are, what kind of
drugs should be used, what outcome for this and similar patients can be assumed, etc.
The physician (user) has several options to determine answers to these questions. Tradi-
tionally, he could discuss these issues with his colleagues, with a specialist via on-line
chat, he could look into a patient database to see what developments are available from
other patients with the same or similar symptoms and diagnosis, he could search the In-
ternet for appropriate medical articles and reports on thisproblem, etc. However, in this
way it is not possible to obtain urgent information, which may often be a very critical
issue in many medical applications, like TBI, or in crisis management environments in
general.



To solve the above problem, an advanced information technology support which
fulfills a set of requirements is needed. These requirementsinclude: (1) ability to ac-
cess and analyze a huge amount of information that is typically heterogeneous and
geographically distributed; (2) intelligent behavior - ability to maintain, discover, ex-
tend, present, and communicate knowledge; (3) high performance (real-time or nearly
real-time) query processing; and (4) high security guarantee. This combination of re-
quirements results in complex and stringent demands that, until recently, could not be
satisfied by any existing computational and data managementinfrastructure.

In tackling these problems, we have initiated a research effort to design and ex-
perimentally implement a novel infrastructure calledWisdom Grid(WG), which aims
to fulfill the requirements outlined above. The WG concepts are mainly based on the
following technologies: basic Grid [10], Data Grid [6], Knowledge Grid [2], Semantic
Web and Grid [3, 16], and agents [14].

Now a new information and knowledge acquisition style basedon the cooperation of
the physician (user) with the WG components can be briefly described by the following
scenario.

We assume that the user has his ownPersonal Agent(P-Agent), which could be a
specialized medical agent having detailed information about the user, his professional
field, department specialization etc., or it could be a very simple agent that is only
able to ask questions and provide the answers. The user sendssuch an agent, together
with information about the problem, to ourDomain Agent(D-Agent). These agents
can only communicate if they understand each other, so first they negotiate about the
communication language and the domain in which they are going to communicate. D-
Agent informs P-Agent about the domain of interest it is ableto answer, and P-Agent
passes this information to the user. The user then creates a particular question and fills
it in with real input data. When D-Agent receives this question from P-Agent, it tries to
find the answer in itsknowledge base. There can be an exact answer or just a reference
to the resource (location) where the desired information isstored and how to retrieve
this information from the resource. If the information is somewhere on the Grid (e.g.
in a special medical database) then a specific Grid service, e.g. data mining service, is
queried for this information.

A specialKnowledge Explorer Agent(E-Agent) is submitted to ask another agent,
for example specialized medical agent, who has required information or is able to search
for it. The answer returned to P-Agent could also be a location of resources on the web
or in a medical library where the user can find information about the problem. In addi-
tion, it could be an email address or a phone number of a specialist who has appropri-
ate knowledge about the user’s request. Finally, P-Agent receives complex information
about the user’s problem and it is up the P-Agent to representthis information to the
user.

1.3 Organization of the Paper

The structure of the rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
architecture and functionality of the Wisdom Grid. The knowledge base organization is
introduced in Section 2.3 and we briefly conclude in Section 3.



2 The System Design

In this section we describe the system architecture, outline the functionality of the com-
ponents involved, and describe interactions between individual components.

Architecture. The architecture of our Wisdom Grid system is sketched out inFig 1.
The agents provide distributed intelligence services, which involve communication and
decision making activities. The Grid is the basic infrastructure, which provides secure
access to distributed data and knowledge resources.

Fig. 1. System Architecture

WG services can be geographically distributed and can use all advantages of grid com-
puting. Taken actions in knowledge discovery are invoked and controlled by internal
agents which communicate with services and transport data between them. This agent
manages and executes services in ways described in internalworkflow scenarios.

2.1 Agent Platform

We decided to use agent technology [14] for our communication purposes. Agents build
the communication aspect of our system and represent it to the outside environment.
This part of theWisdom Gridplays the main role in the interaction of agents and WG
services. Agents’ messages are transformed to exact actions and results of these actions
are converted back to messages. This platform closely cooperates with the knowledge
base service, which is always queried for information aboutall the services and re-
sources that can be used in the search for knowledge. FIPA Standards [8] are used for
the agent life cycle and two types of agents are managed by this platform:

a)Domain Agent. (D-Agent) These agents represent the system to the outside
world and they are mediators between knowledge demands and knowledge



provided by WG. From the outside world point of view, they areintelligent
software agents specialized for a particular domain of knowledge stored in the
knowledge base. This part of the knowledge base is used as agent’s ontology
with which it presets itself to other agents submitted to query WG for knowl-
edge. Those personal agents (P-Agents) are able to address questions to the
D-Agents and present answers to the user. The success of thisactivity strongly
depends on the mutual understanding of the P-Agent and D-Agent and also on
the query construction technique. P-Agent is not part of thesystem because it
is created by the user and is not registered on our agent platform. It can ask
the D-Agent for the list of domains, about which it has knowledge, or P-Agent
can inform the D-Agent about the ontology, which describes its domain and
merges it together with D-Agent’s ontology to select one common domain.

b) Knowledge Explorer Agent. (E-Agent)This agent is used by the WG in the
process of searching for other knowledge providers and extends the knowledge
base with information about services or resources which canbe later queried by
the Knowledge discovery service. The agent is able to query other agents and
also to search the Semantic Web [3], which can be considered as an external
knowledge base.

2.2 Knowledge Discovery Service

This service acts as a client of external information resources or uses prepared clients
or agents in communication with them. It provides external services with input data and
returns their output. The knowledge base service supports the knowledge discovery ser-
vice with information about resources. Such information usually consists of location,
type of resource, communication protocols, and everythingneeded for successful coop-
eration between them. Semantic markup for web services (DAML-S) [7] is used for this
purpose. Knowledge discovery service uses instances of theDAML-S ontology to iden-
tify their profile, model and grounding. Resource or output data from it can be used as an
input parameter for another external service. Therefore workflows from the knowledge
base are used to fulfill this requirement. For example, references to databases integrated
into the Grid or other databases provided by cooperating institutions (hospitals, research
institutes, etc.) can be used as an input for external services.

External information resources. As external information resources we consider re-
sources, which provide WG with some kind of useful knowledge. It could be a Web/Grid
service, web page, agent, database, online library, etc. Wemainly focus on Web/Grid
services able to perform knowledge discovery (advanced data analysis like data mining,
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), etc. [12]). Locations and descriptions of external
services are stored in the knowledge base.

2.3 Knowledge Base Service

This service operates over the knowledge base. Its functionis to parse, search, query and
extend knowledge base. It supports the Knowledge Discoveryservice with data about



information resources. It uses a reasoner to determine which resource meets the query
restrictions. The DAML Query Language (formal language andprotocol for querying
repositories) is used for this purpose. The E-Agent extendsthis service with the abil-
ity to search in external, geographically distributed knowledge bases and also in the
Semantic Web, often presented as global knowledge base.

Knowledge Base is a database that stores particular data about real objectsand
relations between these objects and their properties in particular domains. The knowl-
edge base mainly stores data about information resources; what they do, how they work,
how to query them and what knowledge they produce. The knowledge base is divided
into individual domains of knowledge provided by WG. Every domain is associated
with a D-Agent. This agent can operate over more then one domain. Ontologies are sets
of associated slots of classes, their properties, relations, and restrictions that describe in-
dividual domains. It means that the ontology provides exactconsequence to the objects
stored in the knowledge base. The ontology is written in the DAML+OIL [13] language
and for better search and query performance it is stored in the database. Ontologies in
the knowledge base are used to describe semantics of the information resources. For
example a real database of patients in a hospital is an instance of a database ontology,
and on the other hand, it is also an instance of the ontology defining patient class and
his properties. This fact that one object can be an instance of more ontologies is useful
in the process of mapping between real names and their semantic. It can be used, for
example, in the process of integrating different databases(different in structure, names,
location etc., but having the same semantics).

Fig. 2. Top ontology of the information resource

The knowledge base can be extended manually by a domain expert, a person who
understands the context of a particular domain, or automatically by the knowledge base
service which takes into account knowledge founded by the Knowledge discovery ser-
vice or by the E-Agent. Such information is usually a location of a knowledge resource
and its description. The knowledge base also stores semantic descriptions of data used



as an input and output parameters for services and information about quality of service.
From this point of view the knowledge base can simply be considered as a semantic
registry of the services and other information resources.

The top level information resource ontology is depicted in Fig. 2. This high level
abstraction simply says that the resource need input parameters and gives some output.
It can be used for simple dynamic web pages, databases as wellas for Grid services.
For example, the service athttp://gridminer/decision-tree.gwsdlwith input parameters
jdbc://hospital/db, user=test, table=test,and class=outcomegives a decision tree as
an output located athttp://gridminer/decision-tree/tree.xml, or another example: the
resourcejdbc://hospital/dbreturns a list of patients if input is query:”SELECT pa-
tients FROM test”. Detailed descriptions of resources and properties are specified in
the DAML+OIL language and for every type of resource, specialized templates exist to
express resource requirements and properties in some goal achievement process.

The knowledge base also contains internal information about WG services, their
detailed description, and their functionality and abilityin processing information flows.
For this purpose workflows diagrams, also stored in the knowledge base and defined by
specialized ontology, are used.

External Knowledge Bases. For external knowledge bases, we consider ontologies
available on the web and freely accessible. We assume that the advent of the Semantic
Web will bring the ontologies of many different domains as its components. Therefore,
the E-Agent is proposed, which is able to search widely distributed knowledge bases.

3 Conclusions

This paper has outlined our vision of the Wisdom Grid as a future infrastructure for
advanced applications. We have also presented an instance architecture of the Wisdom
Grid, described its main components and the structure of theservices as well as the con-
cepts of the Wisdom Grid knowledge base in the context of a medical application ex-
ample. The prototype implementation of the knowledge discovery services is currently
in progress. The future work is to create WG portal to simplify cooperation between the
real user and his agent through web browser.
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